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1. Introduction
The difference in the position of the main scattering peak of adipose and soft tissue has been
utilized by many authors for the purpose of differentiating between healthy and malignant
excised breast tissue samples. Evans et al 1991 [3] measured the x-ray scattering profiles of
nineteen samples of healthy and diseased human breast tissues. They reported that while
large differences were found in the shapes of scattered photon distributions between adi‐
pose and fibroglandular tissues, only small differences existed between carcinomas and fi‐
broglandular tissue.
Kidane et al 1999 [2] measured the diffraction patterns of one hundred excised breast tissue
samples. They found that breast tissue types could be characterized on the basis of the shape
of scattered spectrum (from 1.0 to 1.8nm-1) and the relative intensities of the adipose and fat
free peaks at 1.1 and 1.6nm-1 respectively.
Poletti et al 2002a [4] found that the scattered photon distribution of healthy and cancerous
breast tissues were considerably different. They also found differences in the scattered pho‐
ton distributions of human breast tissue & breast equivalent materials. They pointed out
that the scattered photon distribution of adipose tissue was similar to corresponding com‐
mercial breast-equivalent materials and that of glandular tissue was equivalent to water.
Using x-ray from a synchrotron, Ryan and Farquharson 2004 [5 ] showed the well docu‐
mented  differences  between  the  scattering  profiles  of  adipose  and diseased  (malignant)
tissue while Castro et al 2004 [6] measured scattering distributions at six different sites in
breast  tissue sample and showed that  the fat  content  decreased as the tumor infiltrated
the tissue.
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Geraki et al 2004 [7] presented averaged diffraction spectra of one hundred and twenty
specimens of healthy and tumor breast tissue samples measured using Energy Dispersive X-
ray Diffraction (EDXRD) system. Their averaged profiles clearly showed the characteristic
diffraction peaks of adipose and fibrous tissues.
Ryan and Farquharson 2007 [8] presented averaged and smoothed x-ray scattering profiles
of five different breast tissue classifications measured using an EDXRD system which also
measured Compton scattering in order to provide additional information about the electron
density of samples. The collected information was utilized by a proposed model that was
capable to differentiate between malignant and non-malignant breast tissue samples.
Theodorakou and Farquharson 2008 [9] summarized a collection of contributions by differ‐
ent authors about the application of x-ray diffraction to breast tissue characterization.
Elshemey and Elsharkawy 2009 [10] presented a Monte Carlo simulation code capable of
simulating x-ray scattering profiles from breast tissue samples, where breast tissue was con‐
sidered as a mixture of two main components (e.g. adipose and glandular or adipose and
cancer tissues). The Monte Carlo code inputs which resulted in the best fitted simulated pro‐
file to a measured profile of an excised breast tissue sample were used to identify and esti‐
mate the percentages of the two main breast tissue components in the measured sample.
Bohndiek et al 2009 [11] used an active pixel sensor x-ray diffraction (APXRD) system in or‐
der to measure scatter profiles from biopsy-equivalent samples of different compositions
(from 100% fat to 100% fibrous tissue). The measured profiles were used to build a model
that was capable of accurately predicting the fat content of a series of unknown samples.
Elshemey et al 2010 [12] evaluated the diagnostic capability of x-ray scattering parameters
(the full width at half maximum FWHM and area under the x-ray scattering profile of breast
tissue in addition to the ratio of scattering intensities I2 / I1% at 1.6 nm−1 to that at 1.1 nm−1
corresponding to scattering from soft and adipose tissues, respectively) for the characteriza‐
tion of breast cancer. They reported high sensitivity, specificity and diagnostic accuracy of
the examined parameters for the probing of breast cancer in excised tissue samples.
In spite of the wide research work aiming to differentiate between healthy and malignant
breast tissues in excised samples using the pronounced differences in their x-ray scattering
profiles, yet performing a research work to investigate the applicability of this technique for
the detection of breast cancer in a whole breast of a patient would probably face many diffi‐
culties: First, the data obtained from the small-sized excised breast tissue samples do not ac‐
count for multiple scattering effects which would probably affect the shape of scattered
photon distribution in case of whole breast of normal dimension. Second, it is not acceptable
(for many known reasons) to perform test measurements directly on patients. Even if this
were possible, still there will be a great difficulty in correlating the measured profiles to a
specific histopathology in breast tissue. Third, an alternative approach may be performing
research on breast phantoms. Unfortunately, the available breast phantom materials are on‐
ly excellent in mimicking the attenuation properties of breast tissue rather than producing
an x-ray scattered photon distribution equivalent to scattering from breast tissue [4]. More‐
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over, what would be the tissue-equivalent material that produces a scattered photon distri‐
bution similar to breast cancer?
For these reasons, the present work introduces Monte Carlo simulation of photon transport
inside a model breast in the presence and in the absence of breast cancer lump as a suggest‐
ed means to examine the possibility of characterizing breast cancer in patient breast using
the angular distribution of scattered x-ray photons.
2. Theoretical background
At the energy range (15 to 40 keV) encountered in mammography [13, 14], an incident x-ray
photon will interact with breast tissue either by photoelectric absorption, Compton (inelas‐
tic, incoherent) scattering or Rayleigh (elastic, coherent) scattering.
If photoelectric absorption takes place, the incident photon energy will be absorbed by
bound atomic electrons leading to the removal of such photons from the incident beam. The
attenuation of an x-ray beam in mammography is due to all three interaction processes.
For a biological sample of known composition, its mass attenuation coefficient μ/ ρ can be
approximately evaluated from the tabulated coefficients μi / ρi for the constituent elements
according to the weighted average wi of each element, where:
.i i i i
i ii i
w worm mm m rr r r= =å å (1)
μi and ρi are respectively, the attenuation coefficient and density of element i, while μ and ρ
are respectively, the linear attenuation coefficient and density of the biological sample [15].
If Compton scattering takes place, the incident photons will impart some of their energy to a
loosely bound electron which then leaves the atom while incident photons will be deflected
from its initial direction by a scattering angle θ. At low photon energies, incoherent scatter‐
ing shows small angular variations compared to coherent scattering and as such it would
not affect the characterization of tissues based on the angular distribution of coherently scat‐
tered photons [1].
The differential cross section of incoherent scattering including electron binding effects can
be given as the product of Klein–Nishina differential cross section dσKN,e/dΩ (for Compton
collision between a photon and a free electron) and the incoherent scattering function of an
atom S(x, Z) where x =sin (θ /2) /λ is the momentum transfer variable, Z is the atomic num‐
ber and λ is the wave length of incident photon. S(x, Z) represents the probability that an
atom will be raised to any excited or ionized state when a photon imparts a recoil momen‐
tum to an atomic electron. The differential cross section of a molecule for incoherent scatter‐
ing determines the new direction of photon after incoherent scattering and can be written as:
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Where Sm(x) is the incoherent scattering function of a molecule; considering that atomic
cross sections for incoherent scattering combine independently. E & E' are the energies of
incident and scattered photons, respectively [10].
If Coherent scattering takes place, an incident photon will interact with bound atomic elec‐
trons where the struck electron is neither ionized nor excited as there is no energy transfer
from the incident photon to the electron. The scattered photon attains a new direction with
no loss of energy [9]. Coherent scattering is dominant over incoherent scattering at the ener‐
gy range of mammography.
The differential coherent scattering cross-section per atom for unpolarized radiation deter‐
mines the new direction of photon after coherent scattering and can be expressed approxi‐
mately as:
( )2 221 cos . ( , )2a coh od r F x Zds q é ù= + ë ûW (3)
Where; ro is the classical electron radius, θ is the photon scattering angle and,
( )2 21 cos2or q+ (4)
is the energy independent Thomson differential cross-section per electron, (deσT / dΩ). The
variable F(x, Z) is called the atomic form factor which is the sum of electronic form factors
and represents the ratio of the amplitude of the coherently scattered radiation by an entire
atom to that by a single free electron. The square of this form factor is the probability that Z
electrons of the atom take up a recoil momentum, (q), without absorbing any energy. Similar
to the incoherent scattering function of an atom S(x, Z), the atomic form factor F(x, Z) also
depends on the momentum transfer variable (x), defined before in this section [16].
When considering a molecule, the molecular coherent differential scattering cross-section
can be utilized to calculate the scattered photons distribution and is given by:
( )2 2 21 cos . ( )2m coh o md r F xds q= +W (5)
Where Fm2(x)is the square of molecular form factor.
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Due to the interference of photons after coherent scattering, the molecular form factors cal‐
culated using the independent atomic model employing the sum rule [17] are considerably
different from the measured molecular form factors at low values of momentum transfer.
Several authors have presented measured molecular form factors for a wide variety of bio‐
logical tissues (17, 18, 19, 16, 20, 21).
The present work aims at examining the validity of characterizing breast cancer lumps in a
breast model. This is based on the idea that the presence of a lump would result in an in‐
crease in the amplitude of the x-ray scattering peak due to soft tissue at 1.6 nm-1 relative to
the breast adipose peak at 1.1 nm-1. Moreover, it is expected that an increase in the size of the
lump would result in more photons interacting with the lump and consequently an increase
in the amplitude of the scattering peak at 1.6nm-1 relative to the 1.1 nm-1 peak. A linear de‐
pendence of the ratio of amplitudes of these two peaks on lump size would be considered a
proper evidence of the validity of the suggested method.
A main challenge which faces the ability to characterize a breast lump in a normal breast
using the proposed method would probably be the multiple scattering effects. Photons car‐
rying more than one scattering event inside the breast would affect the expected angular
distribution of photons exiting the breast. Fortunately, multiple scattering at mammograph‐
ic energies is considerably low. Chan & Doi 1986 [22] showed that the mean number of in‐
teractions for an incident photon inside a water phantom strongly depended on incident
photon energy and phantom thickness. They reported a mean number of interactions of 1.2
for photon energy of 15keV incident on a phantom of thickness 5cm in the direction of the
beam. These conditions are comparable to those investigated in the present work. For a 20
cm phantom and 100 keV incident photon energy, Chan & Doi 1986 [22] reported a mean
number of interactions equal to a maximum of 5.
3. Monte Carlo simulation
The present Monte Carlo simulation is a modification of older versions of the Monte Carlo
simulations by Elshemey et al 1999 [23] and Elshemey and Elsharkawy 2009 [10]. All three
versions represent a step by step tracing of the sampling procedures described in detail by
Chan and Doi 1983 [24] with modifications in the algorithm in order to reach different simu‐
lation goals. Figure 1 shows a block diagram illustrating the main steps of the simulation
algorithm used in this study.
The proposed setup includes a pencil beam of highly collimated monoenergetic photons of
known energy (either 20 or 40keV) from a stationary source is allowed to fall on the center
of a rectangular uncompressed model breast of fixed average dimension; a thickness of 6cm
in the direction of the beam, a width of 18cm and a breadth of 8cm [25, 26]. A cubic model
breast cancer lump centered in the direction of the beam may be also present. The size of the
lump is selectable ranging from 0.1 up to 3cm3, while the depth is either 2 or 4cm below the
surface of breast. Similar to the work of Bohndiek et al 2008 [11] and Elshemey & Elsharka‐
wy 2009 [10], pork muscle data is used to simulate breast cancer lump tissue [19, 27]. The
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attenuation coefficients for breast tissue and pork muscle are calculated using the sum rule
from their elemental composition as shown in the theoretical background section. This work
uses the elemental composition of breast tissue used by Peplow and Verghese 1998 [19] in
the calculation of their tabulated molecular form factors (H 0.115, C 0.387 and O 0.498) with
a breast tissue density of 0.960 g/cm3. The elemental composition of pork muscle is obtained
from Kosanetzky et al 1987 [1], (H 0.1, C 0.107, N 0.0275, O 0.75, Cl 7.8 x 10-4) with a density
of 1.066 g/cm3. The data for Cl is not included in the calculation of the attenuation coefficient
of pork muscle as its proportion is extremely low.
Figure 1. Block diagram of the present Monte Carlo simulation steps.
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The proposed detector is probably a highly collimated Hyper-pure Germanium or NaI(Th)
detector of maximum possible energy resolution and sensitivity. The detector would be able
to scan the breast phantom from the direction opposite to the source with high precision.
For each incident photon, the first step is to calculate its free path t in order to predict the
first interaction site. This is carried out by sampling from the exponential probability density
function: p(t) = μ e- μt, such that t = 1/( μ ln r), where r is a random number uniformly distrib‐
uted in the interval [0, 1] and μ is the total linear attenuation coefficient of breast tissue at
the energy of incident photon [24].
If the interaction site falls within the dimension of the lump, then the interaction mechanism
of photon in the lump is determined from the relative probabilities of interaction at the giv‐
en photon energy. A random number is drawn, and according to its value an interaction
mechanism is selected [24].
The  photon  is  either  absorbed  (photoelectric  effect)  and  consequently  the  program will
generate a new photon, or it will be coherently scattered thus the program will continue
tracing the photon by calculating the new photon coordinates, new free path length and
interaction  site  taking  into  consideration  the  photon  scattering  angle  (θ)  and  simulated
azimuthal angle (ϕ).  If  the photon is incoherently scattered, the program will follow the
same steps as coherent scattering except that it will take into consideration the change in
scattered photon energy.
If the new interaction site falls outside the lump and inside the dimension of the breast, the
type of interaction will be determined in a way similar to the case of breast lump but in this
case using the photon interaction probabilities in breast tissue at the energy of interacting
photon. The new photon coordinates; new free path length and interaction site will be deter‐
mined and so on.
If the free path length of photon at any step falls outside the dimensions of the breast, all
photon information including energy and scattering angle will be saved in a file for the de‐
velopment of the x-ray photon scattering profile. All forward scattered photons exiting from
the model breast at an angle between 00 (i.e. in the direction of the incident beam) up to 900
are recorded. The data are binned into angles with an increment of 0.50.The program will
keep on generating photons up to a pre-defined maximum number of photons. A single run
takes only few minutes.
In the present simulation 9 x 106 photons are generated in each run of the program. For each
simulated condition, the code is run three times in order to calculate the standard error in
parameters calculated from the scattered photon distribution. Values of incoherent scatter‐
ing function are obtained from Hubbell et al 1975 [28] and values of measured coherent scat‐
tering form factors accounting for molecular interference effects are obtained from Peplow
and Verghese 1998 [19], where as values of photon attenuation coefficients are obtained
from Hubbell 1977 [29].
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4. Results and discussion
Figure  2  (a  &  b)  presents  simulated  x-ray  scattering  profiles  from  model  breast  in  the
presence and in the absence of a breast cancer lump of different sizes at a depth of 2cm
for incident photon energies of 20keV (figure 2a) and 40keV (figure 2b) respectively. For
both  energies,  there  is  an  apparent  decrease  in  the  total  number  of  scattered  photons
with  increase  in  breast  lump  size.  The  scattered  photon  distributions  in  case  of  20keV
photons looked noisy where it is hard to resolve the x-ray scattering profiles in the pres‐
ence  of  breast  lumps of  small  size  variations.  This  would be  attributed to  the  fact  that
20keV  photons  suffer  more  attenuation  than  40keV  photons,  where  as  for  the  same
number  of  incident  photons  9  x  106,  the  scattered  count  in  case  of  20keV  photons  is
about one order of  magnitude less than the case of  40keV photons.  On the other hand,
the scattered photon distributions of 40keV photons are smooth and even small differen‐
ces  in  lump size  result  in  distinguishable  differences  in  the scattering profiles.  The adi‐
pose  peak  at  1.1nm-1  and  the  soft  tissue  peak  at  1.6nm-1  are  well  represented  in  the
scattering  profiles  of  40keV photons  compared to  a  noisy  appearance  in  case  of  20keV
photons.
The simulated x-ray scattering profiles from model breast in the presence and in the absence
of a breast cancer lump of different sizes at a depth of 4cm for incident photon energies of 20
and 40keV are presented in figure 3 (a & b) respectively. The maximum chosen lump size for
breast lumps located at a depth of 4cm is 2cm3 because otherwise the tumor will exceed the
maximum dimension of the breast in the direction of the incident beam (6 cm). In other
words, the tumor will be budding outside the selected model breast dimensions. Almost all
of the comments on the x-ray scattering distributions in case of breast lumps located at 2cm
still apply on the scattering profiles in case of breast lumps located at 4cm below the surface
of breast. The 40keV photons produce scattering profiles which are smoother and more in‐
formative than 20keV photons.
In order to test the validity of characterization of cancer lumps inside a breast of normal di‐
mensions using the differences in relative scattered photon intensities at 1.6 to 1.1nm-1 (P2/
P1%), a plot of P2/P1% versus lump size is presented in figure 4a for 20 keV incident photons
and lump depth of 2cm (P2/P1% on the right hand axis, data represented by unfilled circles).
The graph show a weak linear relationship (R2 = 0.6176) in addition to a small slope reflect‐
ing a poor dependence of the P2/P1% parameter on breast lump size in the model breast. The
same poor dependence was also reported for other investigated lump depths and photon
energies and as such they are not presented in the other three graphs (b, c & d) in figure 4.
One would expect that multiple scattering is the main reason for the ratio P2/P1% to produce
weak correlation towards breast cancer lump size in case of model breast. Multiple scatter‐
ing may cause a shift in the adipose or soft tissue peak positions which will directly affect
the value of the P2/P1% ratio.
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Figure 2. X-ray scattering from a model breast containing a breast cancer lump of different sizes at a depth of 2cm
and incident photon energies of (a) 20keV and (b) 40keV.
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Figure 3. X-ray scattering from a model breast containing a breast cancer lump of different sizes at a depth of 4cm
and incident photon energies of (a) 20keV and (b) 40keV.
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Nevertheless, a plot of the area under the 1.6nm-1 peak relative to the area under the 1.1nm-1
peak (A2/A1%) versus lump size yielded much better data linearity (R2 = 0.9684) and a sharp
slope (figure 4a) reflecting a degree of dependence of this parameter on breast lump size
variations for lumps located at 2cm and incident photon energy of 20keV. The area under
the 1.1nm-1 peak is determined as the region starting from minimum momentum transfer
value up to a momentum transfer value of 1.4nm-1, which corresponds to the trough of the
valley between the two peaks. The area under the 1.6nm-1 peak is calculated as the region
starting from the trough up to a momentum transfer value of 5nm-1, where the halo due to
molecular interference of coherently scattered photons apparently ends.
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Figure 4. Variation of the ratio of areas (A2/A1%) under the x-ray scattering peaks at 1.6nm-1 and 1.1 nm-1 respectively
with breast cancer lump size for 20 keV incident photons (a) lump depth 2 cm & (b) lump depth 4 cm, and for 40 keV
incident photons (c) lump depth 2 cm & (d) lump depth 4 cm. Figure 4a also presents the variation of the P2/P1% ratio
with lump size (right vertical axis, unfilled circles).
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For breast cancer lumps located at 4cm and incident photon energy of 20keV, the variation
of relative area under peak ratio (A2/A1%) with lump size produced scattered values which
are far from being correlated to a linear behavior (R2 = 0.2006). This result is probably due to
the sharp decrease in the proportion of 20keV photons reaching the detector after interacting
with the breast cancer lump located at 4cm from breast surface compared to the proportion
of 20keV photons reaching the detector after interacting with the overlying tissue. This is
further explained in figure 5 which shows the distribution of simulated free path lengths
from the surface of the model breast of 20 and 40keV photons. While the proportion of 20
and 40keV incident photons reaching a depth of 2cm below the surface of breast are consid‐
erably high, at a depth of 4cm, the proportion of 20keV photons is substantially reduced
compared to the 40keV photons reaching the same depth. This will affect the ability of char‐
acterizing the breast lump based on the distribution of scattered photons.
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Figure 5. Simulated free path lengths of 20 and 40keV photons inside a model breast.
For 40keV incident photons the A2/A1% ratio varies linearly with lump depth, where the lin‐
earity and resolution of breast lumps of small sizes (up to 0.5cm3) is much better for breast
lumps located at 2cm (R2 = 0.9567) compared to that located at 4cm (R2 = 0.9002) below mod‐
el breast surface (figure 4c & 4d respectively).
The angular distributions of scattered photons presented in figures 2 and 3 show that for all
of the investigated photon energies, lump depths and lump sizes, there exists a noticeable
decrease in the total number of scattered photons with increase in lump size.
Figure 6 (a, b, c & d) presents the variation in the attenuation (ln Io/I) due to breast cancer
lump measured from the total number of scattered photons in the absence (Io) and in the
presence (I) of breast lump of different sizes. For all of the investigated situations, there is a
strong linear dependence of the ln Io/I parameter on breast lump size. The linearity is slight‐
ly higher (R2 = 0.9941 & 0.9995 for breast lumps at 2cm & 4cm depths respectively) at 40keV
incident photons (figure 6 c & d) compared to the linearity (R2 = 0.9792 & 0.9962 for breast
lumps at 2cm & 4cm depths respectively) at 20keV incident photons (figure 6 a & b). All four
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graphs in figure 6 show better fit to a straight line compared to the graphs in figure 4 which
would be considered an advantage for the ln Io/I parameter compared to the A2/A1% param‐
eter in the determination of lump size. Moreover, breast lumps of small sizes (up to 0.5cm3)
are much better differentiated using the ln Io/I parameter compared to the A2/A1% parameter
(figures 6 & 4 respectively).
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Figure 6. Variation of the attenuation (ln Io/I) due to breast cancer lump measured from the variation in scattered
photons in the absence and in the presence of breast lump of different sizes for 20keV incident photons (a) lump
depth 2cm & (b) lump depth 4cm and for 40keV incident photons, (c) lump depth 2cm & (d) lump depth 4cm.
5. Conclusion
It has been shown that it would be possible to characterize breast cancer lumps inside a
model breast of dimensions comparable to average breast dimensions using the relative dif‐
ference in areas of the soft tissue to adipose peak instead of the relative intensities at a single
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momentum transfer value for each peak. It has also been shown that it would be even more
informative to characterize breast cancer lumps using the variation in the attenuation in
scattered photons due to breast cancer lump. The data obtained at 40keV incident photon
energy was always better than that obtained at 20keV. The present results show a possibility
of extending the application of x-ray scattering from the detection of breast cancer in excised
tissues to the detection of cancer in patients' breasts. Some possible difficulties should be
overcome for applying the proposed method on patients; the availability of a monoenergetic
photon source for energies between 20-40keV (a Synchrotron would be a possible solution),
the design of new breast scanning system for practical testing of the present results and the
development of a software specially dedicated for the analysis of acquired data and printing
a user-friendly diagnostic report for the physician.
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